
Make me a poet

This usually runs as a series of 8 x 1 (or 4 x 2) hour sessions. The course is re- structured around eight
sessions, and each component has three components. The course will be facilitated by
Live zoom meetings
A printed course booklet for participants to work with
Pre-recorded stimulus videos. These will offer a range of writing tasks suited to different language and
creative levels, so as to optimise engagement/response. Teacher will be provided with these videos so they
can assign participants to the appropriate screen

1

What is a poem?
Roger shares a wide variety of
rhyming/unrhymed, structured and free-
verse, visual poetry
Practical writing:
Solo : alliteration based on a number (Two terrible toucans terrify ten
tame tortoises)
Pairs : challenge each other to create similes (as brave as a .)
Solo: simile self-portrait. (I am like a volcano)

Delivery:
Live zoom, with text of poems
on screen sharing
Videos:
● Getting started
● Tongue Twisters

(alliteration)
● Simile comparing
● Metaphor

2

Exploring forms and Playing with syllables
� A gogyohka is comprised of five lines with one phrase per

line.
� Exploring haiku, cinquains, limericks

3

Poetic Portraits
Using photos as our stimulus, the participants are guided through
writing about the person

● Physically (use similes)

● Their job – what they do and how they do, what are they
thinking? Use hot-seating Participants share the poem – do
we recognise which photo inspired it?

4

5

Concrete poetry or shape poetry.
This form is given a session to itself due to the digital delivery. Participants
will have a variety of shape templates to work with (eg jigsaw, bird, the
Flyer,
human outline – by occupation – chef, wrestler, police woman)

Pre- recorded
● Poetry Energy
● Rhythm (Song of the

Engine)
● 3 Bears Rap
● Poetry for fun
● Rogers Reminders

Live zoom using photos
and eliciting responses
from class. Demonstrating
hot-seating with trainer in
hotseat.
● Dialogue
● Character & pov
● Poet as storyteller

HALLOWE’EN
Ghosts hang from the willow
as the children run from one door
To the next

Pre- recorded video

Choral verse:
●Teacher leads interactive work on rhythm and expression using
powerpoint (15 minutes)
●Class works in groups of 2-4 on an age- appropriate poem
(provided by trainer) 15 mins
●Groups share their poem



NEW FOR e-course:
Class poems:
In the first part of the session, a number of stimuli are
passed around the class for participants to contribute the
next line - eg:
● 10 Qi Hua students standing in a line. . .
● The Door: different characters open it and discover . . .)
● The Park Bench: who sat there and what did they

do/what were they thinking
● Diary of a classroom 7am/8am/9.14am . . .
In the final 20 minutes, groups of 3 work on polishing
/revising / completing one of these class/group efforts.

Video

● Down behind the dustbin

NEW FOR e-course:
Poetry Clinic: trainer meets with two participants at a time
to advise/assist on re-writing/polishing their work -
encouraging them to be more precise, to replace a cliché,
use a simile . . .

 Live zoom

NEW FOR e-course:
After the 7th session, the teacher collects the writing which
each participant wishes to contribute to the class anthology
and forwards it to the trainer
Trainer reviews submitted material and prepares a
sequence for sharing, with linking commentary that the
teacher will provideduring session 8. The ‘script’ ie running
order of the poems is returned to the teacher.
This probably takes a week to complete - allowing
participants more time if they want to further revise their
writing.

(Trainer working
independently at home,
preparing material for
collective presentation in final
session.)

NEW FOR e-course:
The Class Anthology: participants share/perform their
poems/ extracts. The meeting is recorded and may be
shared by the teacher with other classes, or with parents

 Live zoom


